


LANGUAGE (10PTS) 
Task1: Put the words in brackets in the appropriate form: (3pts) 

A: Good afternoon. May I help you? 

B: Good afternoon. It’s my wedding anniversary next month. I want to surprise my husband with a 

…………………….. (wonder) vacation plan.  

A: Em if you go to Europe, you’ll have a great time. If you go to London, you can go to 

Buckingham palace and you might even see the Queen’s guards there.  

B: Well, it’s outside the U.S. 

A: Oh. If you go to California, you might go to Yosemite and see giant trees mountains, bears… 

How about…………………… (go) to Disneyland? You’ll see Mickey Mouse there. 

B: Well, It’s quite …………………… (attract) but… 

A: Ok what do you like to do in your free time? 

B: Well l like (swim)…………………  but my husband doesn’t. He likes fishing. 

A: Then, how about Hawaii? Hawaii is……………………. (real) great. lf you go to Hawaii. You can 

go to Waikiki Beach, you can take a ……………………… (romance) cruise for two. 

 

Task2: Express the following sentences differently using ‘unless’: (2pts) 

a- You can’t get a job if you don’t know how to use a computer. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

  b-  When he doesn’t drink coffee late at night, he will be able to sleep.  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Task3: Fill in the paragraph with words from the box. There are two extra words: (2.5pts) 

 objective – Science – future – peace – communication – agency –important 

 

UNESCO, the United Nations for Education ……………………… and Culture was established in 

1945. For this specialized …………………. Of the United Nations, the most important is not to 

build classrooms in devastated countries. The …………………….,that the organization was fixed 

is vast and ambitious: to build peace in the spirit of men through education, science, culture and 

……………………… . Peace is not simply the absence of conflicts. Peace means budgets devoted 

to build, not to kill and destroy, infrastructures and services which function to improve populations 

which make plans for the ……………………….. 

Task4: Choose the right alternative and rewrite it in the space provided: (2.5pts) 

 

Will normal people like you and I 1……………… to enjoy 

space hotels? Or will space tourism be reserved only for 

2…………………… people? Make no mistake, space tourism 

will probably be the 3………………………… vacation in your 

life! Right now, a trip to space costs $20 million. NASA and 

Space Tours Transportation Association say that the 

improvements in technology could lower the price to only 

$50.000. Recently, Sir Richard Bronson, owner of Virgin 

Company, 4………………….. a project to take tourists to 

space. The ticket price will be around $200.000 and more than 

250 people have already applied to enjoy a 5…………………... 

experience of weightlessness.  

                                   

1 can / be able / could  

 

2- well-to-do / well-done / well 

3- more expensive / expensive 

/ most expensive  

 

 

 

4- has started / started / have 

started  

5- six-minutes / six minute /  

six-minute    



WRITING (15PTS) 
Guided Writing (5pts):  

Use the following hints to write a short biography of Michael Jackson, the King of Pop 

Date and place of birth: August29, 1958/ Indiana, USA 

Family: great musical interest 

Career:- 1970s: Brotherly Group success in pop music 

           - 1980s: solo, gain world popularity 

1990s: change in physical appearance to become white  

Date and place of death:  June 25, 2009: Los Angeles 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Free Writing (10pts):  

You read the following advertisement for a package holiday organized by one of the local 

travel agencies. You were excited to go, you called the agency and booked a holiday. But 

you were disappointed. Nothing went as you wished and as it was advertised. You decided 

to write a letter to tell the manager how dissatisfied you were and to ask for a 

compensation. 

 

Golden Tours takes you to  

 

Hawaii 

Let us take you to the amazing relaxing 

paradise on earth 

Seven-day tour at incredible price  

Accommodation including superb hotel with 

luscious local food, cosy rooms with a view on 

the sea and friendly staff 

Tourist guide to collect you from the hotel to 

the most famous sites 

Sunbathing and swimming at the dreamful 

beaches   

 




